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PhotoChances is a program for optical image correction and adjustment. Its main purpose is to help find and correct minor
color distortions in photos, including noise, lens, reading, and scanner effects. PhotoChances can correct a variety of optic
problems: - Noise correction - Correct image brightness - Image sharpening - Exact color reproduction - Black and white

extraction - Color and hue correction - Red, green, blue and yellow levels correction PhotoChances is small, free software with a
well-designed user interface. It supports high-quality graphics display, adding a new dimension to the photograph.PhotoChances
is a program for optical image correction and adjustment. Its main purpose is to help find and correct minor color distortions in

photos, including noise, lens, reading, and scanner effects. PhotoChances can correct a variety of optic problems: - Noise
correction - Correct image brightness - Image sharpening - Exact color reproduction - Black and white extraction - Color and
hue correction - Red, green, blue and yellow levels correction PhotoChances is small, free software with a well-designed user
interface. It supports high-quality graphics display, adding a new dimension to the photograph. PhotoChances can correct a

variety of optic problems, and, with its help, you can make your photos perfectly clear, sharp and colorful. Version 1.05
includes the following additional functionality: - Improved black and white extraction - Additional noise reduction algorithms
The program's interface is fast and easy to use, with a nice and functional graphical user interface. You can choose to preview

the image side by side with the original, or use the monochrome display, showing only black-and-white versions. You can
modify the selected image in other ways, such as resizing, cropping, flipping, rotation, horizontal and vertical changes of its

orientation, and so on. You may need to drag the selected image to another location before it can be displayed. PhotoChances
does not cause any problems for our PC systems and offers a stable performance during our tests. PhotoChances can be

downloaded for free. PhotoChances LAB 1.06a is a program that corrects common image distortions and saves time when
editing photos. As well as using a variety of filters, you can use a range of advanced settings such as Contrast, Brightness,

Contrast, Saturation
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The tool allows you to edit and apply various effects to your images. You can easily change the pixel format, size, contrast and
saturation of an image. The result is a quality-enhanced image. The 'Organizer' function is provided in order to manage and send

selected images by e-mail. PhotoChances Lab is a tool which includes some powerful functions for editing image files. It
supports JPG, BMP, PNG and TIFF. The interface of the application is stylish and intuitive. Images can be loaded by using

either the file browser or 'drag and drop' method. Unfortunately, you cannot work with multiple items at the same time. So, you
can rotate and flip pictures, switch to full screen mode, use the undo and redo functions, as well as set pictures as wallpapers.
PhotoChances LAB comes with a wide range of filters that you can apply, and each of them has configurable options. They
include black and white, antique, moody, neat and sharp (e.g. luminosity, contrast, saturation, tint). Other effects are more

creative, such as melt, psychedelic, surreal, black ink, comic, dotted, draw, engrave, illustration, oriental brush, and so on. From
the 'Settings' screen, you can specify a suffix for the output images filenames, make file associations, change the interface

language to Spanish, as well as establish a folder of images to choose a random item from. The graphic editing tool integrates a
help file, has a good response time and runs on a moderate amount of CPU and system memory. PhotoChances LAB did not
cause us any difficulties during our tests, such as freezing, crashing or popping up error dialogs. Less experienced users shall
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quickly figure out how to work with this app's features. PhotoChances Lab Description: The tool allows you to edit and apply
various effects to your images. You can easily change the pixel format, size, contrast and saturation of an image. The result is a
quality-enhanced image. The 'Organizer' function is provided in order to manage and send selected images by e-mail. This is an
older version of PhotoChances - the latest is 5.0. Powerful image editor and enhancer Jan. 25, 2008 Overall: 5.0 Image Quality:

5.0 Features: 5.0 Product 09e8f5149f
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PhotoChances Lab is a photo editing tool that can rotate, flip, scale and crop. The program supports a wide array of image file
formats, including JPG, BMP, PNG and TIFF. Rotate: PhotoChances Lab allows you to rotate pictures while keeping their
proportion. Flip: The app can flip, mirror or crop pictures in 90, 180 or 270 degree angles. Crop: It allows you to select any part
of a photo to be saved as a new file. Resize: PhotoChances Lab supports image resizing from 150 to 5000%, but there is a slight
quality degradation. Crop Size: The app allows you to scale down, crop, resize and rotate images. It supports a wide range of
choices (square, rectangle, circle) and a selection of presets. Image Crop: PhotoChances Lab can cut out an image and retain its
luminosity by cropping it. Strip: PhotoChances Lab supports a variety of filters for smoothing images. Create New: The
program allows you to export the current picture as a new file with a new name. Save Filename: The app can generate a new file
name for the image. The original file is not changed. New Size: In this tool, you can use a number of different presets for image
resizing (150 to 5000%). However, the quality is slightly degraded. Apply Effects: PhotoChances Lab has a variety of built-in
effects which make a picture look more artistic and interesting. Removes Exif: The app removes exif data from the photos.
Remove Date: The program allows you to remove or change the date embedded in a JPEG, TIFF, PDF or GIF file. Set As
Wallpaper: The tool allows you to change a picture as the desktop wallpaper. You can choose from 3 different pattern options.
Set As Background: The program also allows you to set a picture as the background. Choose the picture's orientation, size and
quality. Remove Background: The program removes background pixels from an image so it can be adjusted to look more like a
photo. Remove White: The app enables you to remove white pixels (the background). A 200x200 selection area is enough for a
single photo. Remove Noise: PhotoChances Lab allows you to remove the noise of an image, making it look more like a
photograph. Remove JPEG: You can remove the JPEG files embedded in the image. Remove Banner

What's New In?

User comments Here is something you can do... Place the hittable link in your description... your link How it works... Newest
Free Software User comments Software Users also searched for the following term of character or an error occurred of the
required font is missing. Download Software User comment (0) Editors' Picks ArtStudio 3D - ArtStudio 3D is the most
powerful art app for professional artists that will help you create anything you can imagine in three dimensions. Use ArtStudio
3D to create stunning images, realistic scenes or animations or go beyond what your imagination can conceive. Live Photo
Editor by FotoFix - Live Photo Editor by FotoFix is one of the best photo editor for Windows operating system. It allows you to
remove unwanted objects from the photo before you share it on your social media platforms. Better Player for iTunes (free) -
Better Player is a free iTunes alternative that lets you play iTunes songs, podcasts, and audiobooks from any folder or playlists.
The software can play most video and audio formats. FotoMagick Studio - FotoMagick Studio is powerful batch-processor and
programmable wizard for manipulating images. Designed to satisfy the needs of the photoshopper, digital artist or photographer
and even beginner, the software is fast and user-friendly. CATV PAL - CATV PAL is a free HDTV software which is designed
for creating videos for such platforms as Facebook, YouTube, Vimeo etc. with high quality and ease. You can upload your
videos to several social network portals without touching the PC. FotoMagick - FotoMagick is a powerful image manipulation
tool released under a BSD style license. You can apply color, pixelate, brightness, contrast, blur, sharpen, resize, rotate and a lot
of different effects in a single click. Watch Manager Lite - Watch Manager is an effective and reliable tool for managing your
movie lists and playlists. Watch Manager Lite is compatible with all popular media players and will allow you to play, organize
and manage movie and video collections./* * Vortex OpenSplice * * This software and documentation are Copyright 2006 to
TO_YEAR ADLINK * Technology Limited, its affiliated companies and licensors. All rights
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System Requirements:

Supported Platforms: Windows Vista and above OSX 10.7 and above Mac OS 9 and below File Size: 1.4 GB Minimum:
DirectX 9.0c 2 GHz Processor Memory: 1 GB 5 GB Hard Drive Video: Windows XP SP3 NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT 512 MB
Windows Vista NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTS 512
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